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Policy Transaction 
Codes-What They Are 
and Why They Are 
Important   
By Judy Williams 

 
You may be thinking to yourself - What?  
I’ve never heard of policy transaction 
codes.  Anyone who has ever produced 
a policy jacket in STEPS or a policy in 
AIM or AIM+ have used the policy 
transaction codes.  You may not, 
however, realize how very important 
these codes are to your agency. 
 
Policy Transaction Codes 

 
Transaction codes are used to 
determine the policy premium amounts 
and endorsement premium amounts. 
For example, suppose you are being 
asked to issue an owner’s policy in the 
amount of $1,000,000 and a loan policy 
in the amount of $750,000. You have no 
prior policy from which a reissue credit 
would apply. The transaction code of 
101 is the appropriate code for the 
owner policy and 401 is the appropriate 
code for the loan policy. If a transaction 
code of 201 (Loan Policy-Single Issue) 
is provided for the loan policy, the 
premium will be calculated at full rate 
rather than the rate for simultaneous 

issue of a loan policy that is less than 
amount of owner policy.  
 
According to calculations based on the 
transaction codes provided, the owner 
policy charges at $2,550.00, which is 
correct.  However, with the loan policy 
transaction code being provided as 201 
for a single issue loan policy, Policy 
Services will calculate that loan policy at 
full rate for a total of $1,425.00.  The 
total premium for this file would be 
calculated incorrectly at $3,975.00. In 
actuality, the Owner Policy premium is 
$2,550.00 with a simultaneous issue 
loan policy less than the amount of the 
owner policy charging out at $125.00 for 
total premium of $2,675.00.   
 
Generally speaking, owner’s policy 
codes are in the Series 100 codes. Loan 
policy codes are in the Series 200 
codes. Endorsements are coded in 
Series 500. The code assigned to 
Closing Protection Letters is 660. 
 
An owner’s policy, when issued alone or 
issued simultaneously with a loan policy 
(when the liability of the loan policy is 
less than the owner’s policy liability), is 
coded 101. Code 106 is assigned to the 
2008 ALTA Homeowner’s Policy.  An 
owner’s policy, single issue, issued 
upon acquisition of satisfaction of debt, 
is coded 107. 
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Code 201 is used for a single issue loan 
policy.  A loan policy simultaneously 
issued with an owner’s policy when the 
loan policy liability is greater than the 
owner’s policy is coded as 202. Code 
208 is used for the Mortgage 
Modification Endorsement when the 
liability is increased due to a 
modification of the original mortgage.   
 
The 400 Series deals with simultaneous 
issue policies. Code 401 is a loan policy 
simultaneously issued with an owner’s 
when the loan policy liability is less than 
the owner’s policy liability.  Code 402 is 
an owner’s policy simultaneous issue 
with a loan policy when the owner’s 
policy liability is less than the loan policy 
liability.  Code 4026 is the 2008 ALTA 
Homeowner’s Policy which is 
simultaneously issued with a loan policy 
and the homeowner’s policy liability is 
less than the loan policy liability. 
 
Code 901 and Code 902 is used for an 
owner’s policy with reissue credit and a 
loan policy with reissue credit, 
respectively.   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Residential Endorsements 
 
All residential endorsements, except the 
ALTA 7 Manufactured Housing 
Endorsement, are coded in the 500 
series.  The ALTA 7-06 Manufactured 
Housing Endorsement is coded as 
5103. The ALTA 7.1-06 Manufactured 
Housing Endorsement is coded as 
5104. The ALTA 7.2-06 Manufactured 
Housing Endorsement is coded as 
5108.   
 
Commercial Endorsements 
 
For endorsements charged at a flat rate 
of $100.00, use 503 as the transaction 
code.  

 
For endorsements in which the premium 
is calculated at $0.10/1000 of liability, 
use 510 as the transaction code. 
 
The ALTA 11-06 Mortgage Modification 
endorsement is coded as 208 and is 
charged at $1.25 per $1,000.00 of 
unpaid principal balance.   
 
Code 513 is applicable to the ALTA 13-
06 Owner’s Leasehold endorsement.  
Code 5131 is used for the ALTA 13.1-06 
Loan Leasehold endorsement. 
 
 

The most commonly needed rate codes appear in the chart below. Should you have any 
questions about policy codes, please contact the State Office. It is always our pleasure to be of 
assistance. 
.____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Most Commonly Used Codes: 
101 – ALTA 2006 Owners Policy-Single Issue or Simultaneous Issue if Equal or greater than Loan Policy  

402 – ALTA 2006 Owners Policy Simultaneous Issue where Owners Policy is less than Loan Policy 

901 – ALTA 2006 Owners Policy at reissue rate 

201 – ALTA 2006 Loan Policy Single Issue 

202 – ALTA 2006 Loan Policy Simultaneous Issue where Loan Policy is greater than Owners Policy 

401 – ALTA 2006 Loan Policy Simultaneous Issue where Loan Policy is equal or less than Owners Policy 

902 – ALTA 2006 Loan Policy at reissue rate 

660- Closing Protection Letter 

______________________________________________________________________________ 
    Chart compliment of Southern Land Title
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2014 TIPS Underwriter Seminar 
 

Mark your calendar and begin making your plans to be there! 

 
 

When: August 7 and 8, 2014 
 

Where: Perdido Beach Resort, Orange Beach, Alabama  
 

***************************************************************************

Continuing Education in 2014 
 

Title 110 is off to a great start! It is 
meeting the first Wednesday of each 
month at Noon. You will receive monthly 
updates as the class progresses. CE 
and CLE credit is being obtained for 
each session. 
 

Michael Webber and his committee are 
working on the 2014 Title Schools 
sponsored by the Alabama Land Title 
Association. CLE and CE credit will be 
available. Watch your email for more 
information. The Birmingham Title 
School held in February and DLTA’s 
Mid-Year Meeting in Montgomery during 
March were both very well attended.   
 
August 7 & 8, 2014 – We are returning 
to Orange Beach for the Alabama TIPS 

Underwriting Seminar. Mark your 
calendars now and plan now to attend. 
CLE and CE credit will be available. 
 

September 2014 – DLTA’s Annual 
Convention in New Orleans. CLE and 
CE credit will be available. Watch your 
email for more information. 
 
October 2014 (tentative) – CLE 
Alabama’s annual Real Estate Law 
Seminar. CLE and CE credit will be 
available. 
 

November 2014 (tentative) – 
Cumberland CLE’s annual Commercial 
Real Estate Law Seminar. CLE and CE 
credit will be available. 
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ABA TITLE INSURANCE 
LITIGATION COMMITTEE 
WANTS YOUR 
MEMBERSHIP 
by James E. Walson 
 

There are numerous resources for title 
insurance agents and underwriters 
throughout the country, but few for those 
who litigate title claims.  It was from this 
need that the American Bar Association 
Title Insurance Litigation Committee 
was formed in 1991, and has served as 
a national forum for both litigators and 
underwriters to discuss all matters 
relating to the law of title insurance, 
including legislative, regulatory and 
judicial.   
 
The Committee meets twice a year: first, 
at the ABA Annual Conference in 
August and second, at a spring meeting 
location chosen by the Committee 
Chairperson. At each meeting, 
Committee conducts a three (3) hour 
CLE on current issues in the title 
litigation industry, including, but not 
limited to, contractual and extra-
contractual disputes between and 
among insureds, insurers, agents, third 
parties, and governmental or quasi-
governmental bodies.    Past locations 
for the spring meeting include San 
Diego, Sonoma, New Orleans, Las 
Vegas, Charleston and San Antonio.  
The Committee also publishes a 
newsletter throughout the year which 
provides updates on matters of law and 
trends impacting the title insurance 
industry.    
 
Committee members hale from all parts 
of the country.  Our meetings are 
intended to provide a national 
perspective on title insurance law and 
are as entertaining as they are 
substantive.  At our first meeting in 
1991, there were around fifteen 

members and we have since steadily 
grown to over three hundred members 
today.  The Committee also adopted an 
aggressive in-house counsel 
sponsorship program as a way to 
increase the membership and 
participation of the underwriters' in-
house counsel.  We would love to have 
you join our ranks, so please plan on 
attending our next meeting on August 8, 
2014 in Boston.  Additionally, if you 
would like more information on the ABA 
Title Insurance Litigation Committee, its 
meetings, or other opportunities, please 
visit: 
http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/com
mittee.cfm?com=IL226600  
or send an email to 
james.walson@lowndes-law.com. 
 
About the author: Mr. Walson is a partner with Lowndes, 

Drosdick, Doster, Kantor & Reed, P.A. in Orlando, Florida.  
His practice primarily focuses on commercial litigation as 
routinely represents title insurance companies, commercial 
landlords, property owners, and lenders in commercial 
litigation matters. Mr. Walson graduated from Boston 
College in 2000 (cum laude, honors program) and from the 
University of Florida Levin College of Law in 2004 (cum 
laude).  He also currently serves as Vice-Chairman of the 
American Bar Association Title Insurance Litigation 
Committee.  

 

Stewart’s 2014 Fraud 
& Forgery Watch 
Program   

Fraud/Forgeries on documents relevant 
to Stewart Title Guaranty policies are a 
recognized source of claim losses.  
Even though fraud/forgery is known to 
be a basic risk of title insurance, STGC 
has substantially reduced our 
fraud/forgery-related losses by continual 
vigilance on the part of our agents.   

Agents and employees of agents of 
Stewart Title Guaranty Company are 
eligible to participate in Stewart’s Fraud 
& Forgery Watch Program. Upon 
approval of a Stewart Title Guaranty 
(STG) Fraud & Forgery Watch Award 

http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=IL226600
http://apps.americanbar.org/dch/committee.cfm?com=IL226600
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application, STG pays an amount (the 
“Award”) to each qualifying  employee of 
an independent issuing agent.  
 
Eligibility for Award  
 
Any employee of an independent agent 
is eligible for nomination for a STG 
Fraud & Forgery Watch Award.  
 
Amount of Award – “Up to $1,000.00”  
 
The president or manager of the title 
agency may decide to split the Award 
among several people if the fraud of 
forgery “find” was a team effort.  
 
Criteria  
 
A. The fraud or forgery (or both) 
connected with an order for a Stewart 
Title Guaranty Company title insurance 
policy is discovered by an agency 
employee 
 
B. Employee informs Supervisor or 
Agency Services Manager of facts 
surrounding the fraud or forgery “find.”  
 
C. The agency employee who is 
nominated for the Award submits the 
following documentation to his or her 
manager: 
(1) Copy of title policy order sheet or 
preliminary title report  
(2) Narrative detailing discovery of fraud 
or forgery  
(3) copies of forged or falsified 
document and prior documents with 
signatures for comparison.  
 
D. Completion of the award nomination 
form must be signed by both the 
nominee’s Supervisor, and by the Office 
Manager or President of the title 
agency. Completion of the current 
variable pay form must be signed by 
both the nominee’s Supervisor, and by 
the Office Manager or President of the 
title agency. 

 
E. Provide the requisite information to 
the State Office within 60 days after the 
discovery of the fraud or forgery. 
 
For more information about Stewart’s 
2014 Fraud & Forgery Watch Program, 
you can view the Bulletin at: 
 
http://image.exct.net/lib/fef91775716d05
/m/1/2014+Fraud+and+Forgery+Watch+
Program+updated+2-20-14.pdf 
 
 
Approval of Award  
 
Each Award nomination must be 
approved by either 1) Stewart Title 
Guaranty Company Executive Vice 
President, Agency Services Group or 
his designee for award to associates 
from independent agents or 2) Stewart 
Title Company Group President or his 
designee for award to associates from 
Stewart Affiliates under their 
supervision. Final approval shall be at 
the discretion of Stewart Title 
Guaranty’s General Counsel. The term 
“designee” shall include an Agency 
Services District Manager or a Stewart 
Title Company Group Senior Vice 
President or Vice President.  
 
From 1990 through 2013, award 
winners have prevented 
$265,466,180.97 in potential fraud and 
forgery claims (plus substantial, 
potential legal fees connected with 
ensuing settlement and litigation).  
 
 
 

Thank you for your 
continued vigilance! 
 

 

http://image.exct.net/lib/fef91775716d05/m/1/2014+Fraud+and+Forgery+Watch+Program+updated+2-20-14.pdf
http://image.exct.net/lib/fef91775716d05/m/1/2014+Fraud+and+Forgery+Watch+Program+updated+2-20-14.pdf
http://image.exct.net/lib/fef91775716d05/m/1/2014+Fraud+and+Forgery+Watch+Program+updated+2-20-14.pdf
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Your Guide to CFPB 
Compliance: The 
CFPB is going to 
affect your real estate 
transactions – we can 
help you get ready. 

The Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (CFPB) was created with the 
mission to make markets for consumer 
financial products and services safer for 
consumers. One of the CFPB’s 
mandates was to propose regulations, 
which they did on July 9, 2012, 
integrating the consumer disclosures 
required under RESPA and the Truth-in-
Lending Act (TILA) in order to make it 
easier for consumers to shop for 
mortgages and protect them from costly 
surprises at their closing. 

After more than two years of extensive 
research, testing and review, the CFPB 
has announced the final integrated 
mortgage disclosures rule, which go into 
effect August 1, 2015. Stewart is 
approaching the implementation of the 
final mortgage disclosures rule and 
other regulations as an opportunity to 
provide even better transparency and 
service to all parties involved in the real 
estate transaction. Use 
http://www.stewart.com/cfpb, and your 
State Office staff, as a resource to help 
ensure you’re prepared for the coming 
changes. 

We’re here to help you 
navigate through the 
challenges of a new 
regulatory environment. 

As the focal point for real estate 
transactions, you will be affected by a 

number of rules and regulations put 
forth by the Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau (CFPB). You will 
need to be able to talk your clients 
through the new forms resulting from the 
proposed mortgage disclosure rule – 
which will also affect the timing of your 
transactions with a mandatory three-day 
notification for both the Loan Estimate 
form and the Closing Disclosure form. 
You’ll also deal with the fallout of 
borrowers having to qualify for a 
mortgage under the more stringent 
underwriting requirements of the Ability-
to-Repay/Qualifying Mortgage rule. 

So, what should you do about all of 
these new changes? First of all, learn as 
much as you can about the new rules 
and prepare for the changes in the 

transaction process well ahead of time. 
Secondly, be the expert and train lenders 
and realtors alike about the new rules and 
forms. 

At Stewart Title we’re your source for 
information and expertise on the closing 
process under the new regulatory 
environment. We’ll keep this site 
updated with the latest news and let you 
know how we think the various rules and 
regulations will affect our transactions. 

And, of course, you can depend on 
continuing to receive the highest level of 
service both during and after the 
transition to the new processes from 
your Alabama State Office staff and the 
webinars offered by Stewart University. 

Stewart Trusted Provider 
CFPB Toolkit 

What does it take to put on a seminar about 
the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau’s 
(CFPB) mortgage disclosure rule? The 
materials included in the Stewart Trusted 
Provider CFPB Toolkit. 

http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201311_cfpb_tila-respa_detailed-summary.pdf
http://files.consumerfinance.gov/f/201311_cfpb_tila-respa_detailed-summary.pdf
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CFPB Speakers Checklist Flyer: Use this 
handy list to ensure you’ve taken all the 
necessary steps for a successful seminar. 

CFPB Phone Script Flyer: Not sure what 
to say when inviting lender and real estate 
professional customers and prospects to 
your seminar? Let this be your guide. 

CFPB Invitation Flyer: If you prefer inviting 
people in person, you can hand out this 
flyer. 

CFPB Invitation Email: Can’t get to 
everyone yourself? Send them this email 
invitation. 

CFPB FAQ Flyer: Prepare for the 
presentation by familiarizing yourself with 
the frequently asked questions about the 
CFPB rules and regulations in this 
document. 

CFPB PowerPoint Presentation and 
speaker notes: Of course, to put on a 
seminar, you’ll need a presentation. 
Included in this PowerPoint presentation are 
helpful speaker notes for each slide. 

CFPB Flyer: This flyer provides an 
overview of the CFPB rule and can be used 
as an effective leave behind you can 
provide to attendees. 

 

Visit stewartmarketing.com to 
download the Trusted Provider CFPB 
Toolkit to help you educate your clients 
about the CFPB. 

 

A brief overview of the 
Consumer Financial 
Protection Bureau’s 
proposed rule on 
mortgage disclosures 
and what led to its 
creation. 
 

 Some background on what led 
to the rule 
On July 21, 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall 
Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act 

(“Dodd-Frank”) was signed into law. Under 
the law, a new federal regulator was created 
– the Consumer Financial Protection 
Bureau (CFPB). One of the mandates set 
down for the CFPB in Dodd-Frank was to 
propose regulations integrating the 
consumer disclosures required under 
RESPA and the Truth-in-Lending Act (TILA) 
in order to make it easier for consumers to 
shop for mortgages and protect them from 
costly surprises at their closing. This 
mandate led to the proposed rule released 
on July 9, 2012. 

What does the rule entail? 
 
The CFPB’s proposed rule to integrate, 
simplify and improve consumer disclosures 
given in mortgage transactions has seven 
primary parts. The CFPB sought comments 
from lenders, title insurers and anyone else 
affected by the proposed rule to give input 
concerning all parts of the proposal, 
including the cost to implement and impact 
on operations. The rule does not effect 
home equity line of credit loans, reverse 
mortgages or mobile home loans. 
Applications submitted on or after  August 1, 
2015, will be subject to the new rule. 
 
The main areas covered under the 
proposed rule are: 

 

1. Loan Estimate Form 
 

It replaces the “initial TIL” required under 
the TILA and the Good Faith Estimate or 
“GFE” required by the Real Estate 
Settlement Procedures Act (RESPA). 

It may be provided by the lender or their 
mortgage brokers, though the lender 
maintains ultimate responsibility for all 
information. 

No fees may be charged prior to the 
applicant’s receipt of the form with the 
exception of credit reports. 

Any written estimates provided prior to this 
form must contain a disclaimer to prevent 
confusion with the Loan Estimate Form. 
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2. Closing Disclosure 
Form 

It is available in multiple formats for different 
transaction types. 

It integrates the HUD-1 required by RESPA 
and the “final TIL” required under TILA 
(reverse mortgages and home equity lines 
of credit would still use the HUD-1 form). 

APR changes over 1/8% require a re-
disclosure and new three-day review period. 

Form may be prepared and/or delivered by 
escrow agent. 
 

3. Three-day Rule 
Loan Estimates must be delivered to 
borrowers no later than three business days 
after the lender receives the mortgage 
application, or its equivalent. 

Closing Disclosures must be received by 
the borrower no later than three business 
days prior to the consummation of the 
transaction. 

4. Limits on Increases 
Items that cannot increase: 

- Creditor’s or broker’s charges for its own 
services; 

- Charges for services provided by an 
affiliate; 

- Charges for services the consumers was 
not able to shop for and determine the 
provider; 
  
-Other service charges can generally 
increase 10% or less without triggering a re-
disclosure. 
 

Exceptions that would allow increases in 
prices beyond these levels include: 

-Consumer requests a change that causes 
the increase; 

-Consumer chooses the service provider; 

-Information provided by consumer at time 
of application is/becomes inaccurate; or 

-Expiration of the Loan Estimate 
  

How does the rule affect the 
way lenders interact with 
service providers? 
 

On April 13, 2012, the CFPB issued a 
bulletin concerning the relationship between 
lenders and service providers as well as the 
CFPB’s authority over them. In brief, the 
bulletin stated that the CFPB has authority 
over bank and non-bank lenders. All lenders 
are expected to have an effective 
documented process for supervising its 
service providers and ensuring they are 
CFPB compliant.  

It also documented the CFPB’s supervisory 
and enforcement authority over supervised 
service providers, which includes the 
authority to examine operation of service 
providers on site. Also made clear in the 
CFPB bulletin was the ability and 
willingness of the CFPB to exercise its 
enforcement authority against supervised 
service providers “as appropriate”. 

For more in-depth information on the 
proposed rule and service provider bulletin, 
visit stewart.com/cfpb or scan the QR 

Code
® 

below.  
 
 

 


